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ABSTRACT
Paper machine building hall ventilation is often
considered of lower priority by many mills. In
discussing ventilation, the following statements are
often made: it does not directly make paper; it is only
for personnel comfort; it requires added equipment to
operate and maintain; it increases energy consumption
and increased exhaust did not improve conditions.
However, severe consequences such as condensation,
fog, uncontrolled air flow, building corrosion and
structural failure are encountered for a poorly-designed
building ventilation system. Just like steam and water,
ventilation air is another utility needed to produce
paper. In designing paper machine building ventilation,
a rigorous approach should ideally be adopted, based
on system heat load and the minimum process exhaust
required at a maximum production rate, in line with

Tappi guidelines (TIP 0404-50). In an undertaken case
study, the ventilation system of buildings housing two
paper machines was poor due to negligence at the
design stage. This was reflected in severe building
wall corrosion, uncomfortable working conditions on
the machine floor in summer months, fog and water
vapour condensation in winter months. The main
cause of poor building ventilation was due to grossly
inadequate make-up air and poor building air balance.
Use of re-circulated air as a mancooler or comfort air
made the machine floor working conditions seriously
uncomfortable. Evidence of a grossly inadequate
building ventilation system, quantified by a number of
performance indices, suggests these problems could not
be solved without a major upgrade of the ventilation
systems of both machines.

Three major contaminants in the papermaking process
are water vapour, heat and dust – all of which are present
in a paper machine environment. Because papermaking
is essentially a dehydration process, numerous sources
of water vapour are transferred to the building
environment. The largest source of water vapour is
generated in the dryer section and is contained and
exhausted through the dryer section hood. A significant
amount of water vapour is generated in the forming and
press sections. Other sources are savealls, thickeners,
pulpers, open chests and flumes. Papermaking is also
a very energy-intensive process that requires large
amounts of steam and electricity, so that equipment and
system inefficiencies become a source of heat into the
building housing the paper machine (hereforth referred
to as the paper machine building). While heat load to
the building varies with each machine and grade, it
consequently induces heat stress to various components
in the PM building, influenced by air temperature and
humidity. Considerable amounts of paper particulate
matter, or dust, that becomes airborne is generated at
the dry end during paper handling and winding. In high
concentrations, this airborne dust can cause health and
housekeeping problems.
Removal and controlled management of all the three
contaminants, namely water vapour, heat and dust, is
an integral part of paper machine building ventilation.
Quite often, the importance of a building’s ventilation
is neglected or considered a lower priority, yet adequate
building ventilation is required to fulfil several purposes
and, in the absence of proper ventilations, paper mills
are faced with several adverse consequences.

Purpose and Consequences
The purpose of building ventilation is (i) to replace
air removed as part of process, drying and vacuum
systems, (ii) to provide a 'controlled' environment
for papermaking, (iii) to ensure comfortable working
conditions throughout the entire machine room, (iv)
to protect the building structure against corrosion by
avoiding humid stagnant air pockets and (v) to improve
occupational health and safety by removing airborne
dust.
The consequences of inadequate or ignoring building
ventilation are as follows:
• Fog – results in limited visibility; operators are
unable to control what they cannot see or safely
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• Condensation - accelerates corrosion rate, which
can lead to structure failure if left unchecked
• Uncontrolled airflows where a draft from the
ground floor can interfere with sheet threading and
open transfers
• High temperature and humidity levels - results
in heat stress and reduced equipment life.

Ventilation Principle
Ventilation air should be considered as a raw material
that is required to make paper just like water,
fibre, additives, steam, electricity and compressed
instrument air. Air is used for both the dryer hood and
paper machine building ventilation. For a closed hood
machine, the dryer hood is 'a building within a building'
and a separate ventilation strategy is used for optimal
drying performance. Unless spillage from the hood
occurs, due to an unbalanced hood and the incorrect
location of null point, the building hall ventilation
primarily concentrates on capturing the major source of
water vapour at the wet end (former and press section),
extracting it using building exhaust fans and supplying
make-up or comfort air.
Ideally, the best approach to room ventilation is to
contain all heat and water vapour at its source. An
enclosed dryer section is a good example of where
heat and water vapour are isolated from the machine
room environment, if operating properly. In the case of
forming and press sections, enclosing them has proved
to be impractical, leaving large sources of water vapour
open to the room. Likewise, heat from piping, motors
and equipment is difficult to properly contain. Piping
can be insulated, but motors and equipment rely on the
building ventilation system for cooling.
Building air movement is a function of pressure,
momentum and density. Air movement inside a building
flows in the path of least resistance from regions of high
to low pressure. When air is discharged from a duct or
location at high velocity, its initial momentum primarily
determines the flow pattern. The difference between
the inside and outside temperature and humidity levels
results in a variation within the building, which give
rise to a natural convective flow within the building
from the pressure variation. This 'stack effect' causes
cool and dry air to enter the building at the ground floor
as warm, moist air rises to the underside of the roof,
resulting in a vertical pressure difference with respect
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